Week 9!

Almost Done
Today: Last of lectures 😊

2 T/TH WK10
CSB 115 8-9:20

2 IA/TA + CAPE 😊
IMAGE - BROKEN?

→ DOES NOT SHOWS UP?

1. FILE NOT THERE

2. MISNAMED

3. PATH REFERENCE ERROR

CASE SENSITIVE
Windows Settings

Choose a default app for each type of file

Show or hide file extensions
Folder views
You can apply this view (such as Details or Icons) to all folders of this type.

Advanced settings:
- Files and Folders
  - Always show icons, never thumbnails
  - Always show menus
  - Display file icon on thumbnails
  - Display file size information in folder tips
  - Display the full path in the title bar
- Hidden files and folders
  - Don't show hidden files, folders, or drives
  - Show hidden files, folders, and drives
  - Hide empty drives
  - Hide extensions for known file types
  - Hide folder merge conflicts
  - Hide protected operating system files (Recommended)

Apply to Folders  Reset Folders
Type of file: JPG File (.jpg)

Created: Thursday, January 10, 2019, 9:16:10 AM
Modified: Thursday, January 10, 2019, 9:16:11 AM
Accessed: Thursday, January 10, 2019, 9:15:38 AM

Security: This file came from another computer and might be blocked to help protect this computer.
Finder -> Preferences -> Advanced
Show All File Exts.
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Squarespace® Portfolios | Showcase Your Work Beautifully
www.squarespace.com/

Showcase your portfolio with an award-winning template. Start your free trial. Modern Templates.
Customizable Templates · Pricing and Plan Features · Try Our Website Builder · All-in-One Platform

Best Digital Portfolio

15 Best Modern Design Portfolios of 2019

1. Ben Mingo. Ben Mingo is a graphic and interactive designer from California. ...
2. Kuon Yagi. Kuon Yagi, Tokyo-based web and UX designer, has a killer portfolio full of animations and vibrant colors. ...
3. Rachel Cheng. ...
4. Marco Marino. ...
5. Julie Bonnemoy. ...
6. Jane Song. ...
7. Olivier Guilleux. ...
8. Daniel Polevoy.
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